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Minnesota English Journal - Spring 2001 

Preface 

11Writing only leads to more writing.
11 

-Collette 

In discussions about the future direction of fhe Minnesota English Journal a year and a half ago, the MC"fE Board considered options that would make MEJ more useful to members and would also make the job of editor, a volunteer position, more reasonable. The Board decided to split the two yearly issues and place them under the direction of separate editors, each assisted by an editorial board. The Board decided that the fall issue would continue its focus on scholarly and pedagogical articles, while the spring issue would be a publication of student writing along the lines of a literary magazine. Under the direction of Jake Oetting, the editor of the fall journal, the focus of that publication has sharpened, with an even wider range of article topics and authorship. In our search to define the focus of the new approach in the spring journal, we, its editorial board, decided to make this a team effort, working together for the last eight months to bring you this journal. 
But the star players on our team are the student writers. The submitted texts inspired the direction of this journal. In the spirit of writing workshop, we wanted to know more about the writers: How did Joshua Helm in come to write his personal narrative'? What was Danielle Hagen's intention in her ending to Moonlight? How did Thao Vuong's poem connect with her life in Vietnam? We asked them, and were impressed by the enthusiasm and 
insight in their responses. Adding their subtexts gave an additional richness to the excellence of their writing. 
Throughout our meetings, our overarching question was the question we all face in our classrooms: How can we help all students be more accomplished writers? So we asked teachers to share some of their understandings and techniques, the context, and were again rewarded with generosity and insight. We are grateful for the speed with which teachers responded to requests for short articles and for the graciousness of the professional writers in granting permission for reprinting their work. We are also grateful for help and material from other sources: slides of artwork from the Minneapolis Institute of Arts, photographs from Bob Zimmerman's students at Champlin Park, poems from Linda Rief, and technical assistance from The John Roberts Company, from Senti-nel Printing, and from Susan Meyer of Becker High School. 
The purpose of this issue of Minnesota English Journal was to give teachers useful models of writing to use in their classrooms. We are awed by how our purpose evolved spontaneously into so much more. We hope that the writing in this journal leads to writing from your students that you'd like to submit for the next issue [see page 
79]. Maybe it will be responses to the invitations found in the last section, or maybe it will be excellent writing from class assignments, or maybe even creative pieces of your students' own devising. 
That's the most wonderful part of this project: We can't wait to see what your students will come up with next! 
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